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I51b-1 The FEIR adequately analyzes the potential environmental impacts 

associated with construction of the off-site physical improvements as 
required under CEQA.  With respect to related property rights, please 
see Global Response: Off-Site Improvements – Environmental 
Analysis and Easement Summary Table, which describes the 
respective off-site improvements, corresponding environmental 
analysis, status of easement rights, and affected properties. Please 
also see Global Response: Easements (Covey Lane and Mountain 
Ridge Roads) for additional information responsive to this comment. 

 
 
I51b-2 See response to comment I51b-1, above. 
 
I51b-3 See response to comment I51b-1, above. 
 
I51b-4 See response to comment I51b-1, above. 
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I51b-5 All of the impacts related to off-site improvements have been 
quantified, described, and included in the FEIR throughout Chapters 
2.0 and 3.0. All off-site improvements associated with each alternative 
is analyzed and discussed throughout Chapter 4.0 of the FEIR. See 
response to comment I51b-1, above. See Global Response: Off-Site 
Improvements – Environmental Analysis and Easement Summary 
Table which describes the respective off-site improvements, 
corresponding environmental analysis, status of easement rights, and 
affected properties. 

 
I51b-6 See response to comment I51b-5, above and Global Responses: 

Easements (Covey Lane and Mountain Ridge Roads) and Off-Site 
Improvements – Environmental Analysis and Easement Summary 
Table for additional information responsive to this comment. 

 
I51b-7 Proposed improvements to West Lilac Road are discussed in their 

entirety in Chapter 1.0 of the FEIR. Specifically, the project proposes 
improvements to West Lilac Road from Old Highway 395 to the 
northeastern project boundary. Impacts associated with these 
improvements have been considered throughout the appropriate 
subchapter of the FEIR, and are included in the cumulative impacts 
section of each subject as well. Please see response to comment 
I51b-5, above, and Global Responses: Easements (Covey Lane and 
Mountain Ridge Roads) and Off-Site Improvements – Environmental 
Analysis and Easement Summary Table for additional information 
responsive to this comment. 

 
I51b-8 The commenter accurately represents that a redesign of the 

roundabouts resulted from the Reid Middleton Roundabout Study. The 
revised design is reflected in the  current project description and all 
impacts located within the footprint of the roundabout are addressed in 
the EIR. The roundabout redesign would impact off-site areas; 
however, those areas are within existing Irrevocable Offers of 
Dedication (IODs) with both slope and drainage rights.  

 

I51b-4 
(cont.) 

I51b-5 

I51b-6 
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I51b-8 
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 I51b-8 (cont.) 
 The FEIR adequately analyzes the potential environmental impacts 

associated with construction of the off-site physical improvements as 
required under CEQA.  With respect to related property rights, please 
see Global Responses: Easements (Mountain Ridge Road and Covey 
Lane) and Off-site Improvements – Environmental Analysis and 
Easement Summary Table which describes the respective off-site 
improvements, corresponding environmental analysis, status of 
easement rights, and affected properties. 

 
I51b-9 The commenter is referencing a second alignment study associated 

with the Reid Middleton Roundabout Study. This design was not 
selected to be included in the project and is not relevant for inclusion in 
the project’s CEQA analysis.  
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I51b-10 See response to comment I51b-9, above. 
 
I51b-11 Please see Global Responses: Easements (Covey Lane and Mountain 

Ridge Roads) and Off-site Improvements – Environmental Analysis 
and Easement Summary Table), for additional information responsive 
to this comment. 

 
I51b-12 Mountain Ridge Road is currently a two-lane private road that provides 

limited access (access only for property owners with easement rights) 
from the project site to the County’s public road system via Circle R 
Drive. Mountain Ridge Road does not currently meet the County’s 
Private Road Standards. As described in Chapter 1.0 of the FEIR and 
shown in Table 1-2, the project proposes to design Mountain Ridge 
Road as a wider, slower roadway. Additionally, the project proposes a 
Design Exception Request to eliminate the taper requirement at the 
intersection of Circle R Drive in order to reduce the off-site impacts of 
the taper. As shown on FEIR Table 2.5-2 and illustrated in Figure 2.5-
2b, no off-site impacts would occur to existing biology as a result of the 
road design. Additionally, as discussed in Appendix C-1 to the FEIR, 
sight distance issues do not currently exist due to recent vegetation 
clearing; however, the project would be required to obtain an off-site 
clear space easement to ensure sight distance is maintained.  Please 
see Global Response: Easements (Covey Lane and Mountain Ridge 
Roads). 

 
 With respect to the widening of Mountain Ridge Road to Public Road 

standards, all impacts are discussed in subchapter 4.9 of the FEIR.  
Under the Mountain Ridge Road Fire Station Alternative, biological 
resource impacts would be greater than the project. (see subchapter 
4.9.2.5).  

 
I51b-13 Rodriquez Road is an existing 40-foot-wide private easement road that 

would require surface improvements necessary to accommodate 
secondary emergency access for Phases 4 and 5. Specifically, 
Rodriguez Road would be improved from its current state as an 
unpaved road, to a 28-foot graded/24-foot paved roadway within the 
existing 40-foot easement.  Refer to Global Response: Off-site 
Improvements – Environmental Analysis and Easement Summary 
Table for additional details about the easement rights and the 
adequacy of the environmental analysis in relation to easements. 

 
I51b-14 See response to comment I51-13, above. 
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 I51b-15 The project is designed so that each phase of construction would 
trigger specific mitigation measures. It is correct that if those phases 
are never built, the mitigation would not be required. The project’s 
Conditions of Approval would further assure that specific mitigation 
measures would occur prior to the construction of each phase. As 
stated in FEIR subchapter 2.3.5, traffic impact mitigation is tied to 
recordation of Final Maps involving a specific equivalent dwelling unit 
count for the project, which are determined based on the ADT that 
would be generated by the specified number of dwelling units.  This 
phases mitigation to correspond to the timing of the impacts.  A Final 
Map cannot be recorded unless the mitigation is completed.   

 
 Further, consistent with Public Resources Code Section 21081.6(a)(1), 

implementation of mitigation measures will be ensured through 
adoption of a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program for the 
project as part of the CEQA Findings, as well as by the project 
Conditions of Approval.    

 
I51b-16 Project grading is discussed in Chapter 1.0 of the FEIR (subchapter 

1.2.1.10). With respect to the net import or export of fill, project 
construction would be a balanced cut/fill operation as shown on FEIR 
Table 1-4. Throughout the phasing of the construction, however, there 
are some areas with a net cut and other areas with a net import. The 
project will be using those sites with net cut for borrow sites. Phase 3 
land will be used as a borrow pit, which will be required to comply with 
all applicable government regulations and requirements, including 
provisions of the County Grading Ordinance found at Section 87.101 et 
seq. of the San Diego County Code.   In addition, the County Zoning 
Ordinance limits the time period for borrow pits to one year, which 
would prevent any area of the site from being used as a borrow site for 
an extended period of time. 
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I51b-17 The comment does not raise a specific environmental issue within the 
meaning of CEQA.  The comment will be included as part of the record 
and made available to the decision makers prior to a final decision on 
the proposed project.  However, because the comment does not raise 
an environmental issue with respect to the FEIR, no further response 
is required. 

 
I51b-18 The phasing plan discussed in FEIR subchapter 1.2.1.10, as well as 

Section 5 of the Traffic Impact Study (Appendix E), describe the traffic 
trips for both the equivalent residential dwelling units and the 
commercial uses, if any, in each phase of the project.  Pursuant to 
Section 5 of the Traffic Impact Study (Appendix E) and subchapter 
2.3.5 of the FEIR, the phased traffic mitigation measures therefore 
relate both to residential and commercial traffic trips generated in each 
phase.  Further, the commercial uses for the project generate only 
33 percent of peak hour traffic trips at project build-out.  As a result, 
the recommended mitigation measures are appropriately tied to the 
approval of a specified number of residential dwelling units associated 
with final maps, because the commercial uses within each Final Map 
have been translated into equivalent residential dwelling units. 
Therefore, the timing appropriately considers both residential and 
commercial uses.   

 
I51b-19 The Specific Plan, Section IV Implementation includes a Community 

Phasing Plan, starting on page IV-1. Construction of the project is 
anticipated to occur over an 8- to 10-year period in response to market 
demands and to provide a logical and orderly expansion of roadways, 
public utilities, and infrastructure. The five phases of the project are 
shown in Figure 15a of the Specific Plan and phasing would be 
implemented through the recording of Final Maps. Actual construction of 
dwelling units could occur in any order (additional discretionary permits 
are required for Phases 2, 3, 4, and 5). For example, Phase 3 may be 
constructed after Phase 1, followed by Phase 2, etc. However, the 
applicant would be required to meet various requirements prior to 
approval of each Tentative Map or Tentative Parcel Map such as 
landscaping, street improvements, parks, open space dedications, and 
satisfying the mitigation measures included in the FEIR. As a result, 
regardless of the order of phasing, the environmental impacts  would be 
fully mitigated prior to the impact occurring. The County has not 
identified any different environmental impacts that would occur due to 
the unspecified phasing order.  See also response to comment I51b-18. 

I51b-16 
(cont.) 

I51b-17 

I51b-18 
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 I51b-19 (cont.) 
 The project’s phasing plan is discussed at FEIR subchapter 1.2.1.10. 

The remainder of this comment expresses the opinions of the 
commentator.  The comment will be included as part of the record and 
made available to the decision makers prior to a final decision on the 
proposed project.   

 
I51b-20 The County acknowledges your comment and opposition to the 

project.  The comment will be included as part of the record and made 
available to the decision makers prior to a final decision on the 
proposed project. However, this comment mischaracterizes the 
analysis of the FEIR and statements found in the FEIR. The FEIR 
frames the General Plan consistency analysis in subchapter 1.4 under 
“Environmental Setting,” and describes its current land use planning 
context including current General Plan land uses and applicable 
community plans. (See FEIR, Chapter 1.4.) Subchapter 1.6 describes 
the General Plan Amendment (GPA) required for approval of the 
project and that which is analyzed by the FEIR.  Subsequent analysis 
of the physical environmental impacts that would occur from 
implementation of the GPA are illustrated in Chapters 2.0 and 3.0, as 
well as in the Land Use Planning section, subchapter 3.1.4 (See FEIR, 
Chapter 3.0 and Appendix W.) Subchapter 3.1.4.2 summarizes that 
the project proposes land uses and densities that are not currently 
consistent with the adopted land use designation of Semi-Rural S-R4 
(VCCP Land Use Map) and Semi-Rural SR-10 (BCP Land Use Map). 
In order for the project to be approved and implemented, the General 
Plan Regional Land Use Map would need to be amended to change 
the adopted regional category (Semi-Rural) designation of the project 
site and to redesignate the entire 608-acre site as “Village” (as shown 
on Figure 1-1 of the FEIR). In addition, the VCCP land use designation 
for the project would need to be amended to Village Residential (VR 
2.9) and Village Core (C-5) and the BCP land use designation will 
need to be amended to Village Residential (VR 2.9) (as shown on 
Figure 1-2). Amending the General Plan Mobility Element road 
classification of West Lilac Road is addressed in subchapter 1.6 of the 
FEIR (See also subchapter 2.3, Traffic with respect to West Lilac Road 
and Road 3).  
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 I51b-20 (cont.) 
 The Regional Categories Map and Land Use Maps are graphic 

representations of the Land Use Framework and the related goals and 
policies of the General Plan. (Chapter 3.0) The General Plan states 
that it is intended to be a dynamic document and must be periodically 
updated to respond to changing community needs. (General Plan, 
page 1-15.) General Plan Policy LU-1.2 permits new villages that are 
consistent with the Community Development Model and meet the 
requirements set forth therein. Therefore, the language in the General 
Plan clearly allows for future amendments to the Land Use Map and 
Regional Categories Map. Please refer to Global Response: General 
Project Consistency with General Plan Policy LU 1.2 and Appendix W 
for a thorough discussion on related topic.   

 
 With regard to consistency with the General Plan Guiding Principles, it 

should be noted that all of the goals and policies of the General Plan 
are based upon these principles which are set forth in Chapter 2 of the 
General Plan. (General Plan, p. 2-6.)  The FEIR analyzes whether the 
project meets the 10 Guiding Principles by its analysis of the 
appropriate policies that implement those principles throughout each of 
the subchapters of the FEIR and in Appendix W to the FEIR. 

 
 Responses to the referenced letter are found in Letter O3 (Johnson 

General Plan 2013). 
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I51b-21 Subchapter 1.8.4 of the FEIR properly states that the project is within 

the service boundaries of the VCMWD. 
 
 
 
 
 
I51b-22 The Lower Moosa Water Reclamation Facility is currently approved to 

be expanded up to 1.0 million gallons per day (MGD) through an 
approved Major Use Permit (P73-018w1) to provide service to its 
service area independent of the project. It is acknowledged that all 
applicable permits would need to be obtained by VCMWD prior to 
expansion of the LMWRF (including but not limited to the San Diego 
RWQCB).  If these permits cannot be obtained to the satisfaction of 
the regulatory agencies then the project would proceed with one of the 
other methods for treatment and disposal of wastewater as directed by 
VCMWD (which could include no expansion of the LMWRF).     

 
I51b-23 Appendix R of the FEIR contains the Project Facility Availability Form 

(PFAF) provided by VCMWD.  The PFAF requires the project to 
construct all wastewater facilities necessary to serve the project. 
Subchapter 3.1.7.2 of the FEIR discusses the four proposed options to 
provide wastewater treatment services and facilities for the project and 
studies their potential impacts.   

I51b-20 
(cont.) 

I51b-21 

I51b-22 

I51b-23 
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I51b-24 The project includes an option to construct a WRF on-site sufficient in 
size to treat the entire proposed project. Separately, the 1996 EIR for 
the LMWRF includes a Preliminary Design Report to expand the 
LMWRF to 1.0 MGD to accommodate its service area (which does not 
include the proposed project). The current flows to the LMWRF are 
approximately 0.35 MGD. Based on the timing of construction of the 
proposed project and the existing LMWRF service area, the VCMWD 
may determine to serve the initial phases of the project at the LMWRF. 
Preliminary estimates by the VCMWD indicate approximately 1,250 
EDUs could be served in this manner. The final number of EDUs treated 
at the LMWRF will be dependent on the timing of construction of the 
project and the LMWRF service area. Should the LMWRF service area 
require the full 1.0 MGD, the on-site WRF shall be sufficient to 
accommodate the proposed project. 

 
It is acknowledged that all applicable permits would need to be obtained 
by VCMWD prior to expansion of the LMWRF as a possible wastewater 
treatment option for the project. If these permits cannot be obtained to 
the satisfaction of the regulatory agencies then the project would 
proceed with one of the other methods for treatment and disposal of 
wastewater as directed by VCMWD. It is further acknowledged that in 
order to accommodate the additional 1,250 EDUs (0.25 MGD), 
expansion of the treatment capacity is required.  Any expansion at the 
LMWRF beyond its current capacity would include the addition of tertiary 
treatment facilities to allow for recycled water use as a means of effluent 
disposal. As discussed at FEIR subchapter 3.1.7.2, two options for 
wastewater treatment for the project would not require increased 
capacity for the LMWRF as such treatment would occur on-site.   

 
I51b-25 The recirculated EIR was been revised to reflect that the project could 

be growth inducing (see subchapter 1.8.5).  This section describes that 
while the facilities would be sized only to meet the requirements of the 
project, VCMWD could decide to improve facilities and/or increase 
capacity after project approval which could remove barriers to future 
growth.  However, potential future projects would still be required to 
extend sewer service lines for project sites to the LMWRF from 
possibly distant areas, which extensions could be economically and 
practically infeasible due to physical and environmental constraints.  
Accordingly, the FEIR determines at subchapter 1.8.5, consistent with 
CEQA Guidelines Section I5145, that potential adverse environmental 
effects due to growth inducement related to wastewater treatment 
services are speculative and presently unknown. 

I51b-24 

I51b-25 

I51b-26 
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I51b-26 See response to comments to Letter O3e. 




